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EUROZONEEUROZONEEUROZONEEUROZONE    WRAPWRAPWRAPWRAP::::    LESS UNEMPLOYED, LESLESS UNEMPLOYED, LESLESS UNEMPLOYED, LESLESS UNEMPLOYED, LESS DISINFLATIONS DISINFLATIONS DISINFLATIONS DISINFLATION        

Berenberg Macro Flash 

UNEMPLOYMENT FALLS IN SPAIN, GERMANYUNEMPLOYMENT FALLS IN SPAIN, GERMANYUNEMPLOYMENT FALLS IN SPAIN, GERMANYUNEMPLOYMENT FALLS IN SPAIN, GERMANY    
Eurozone unemployment Eurozone unemployment Eurozone unemployment Eurozone unemployment waswaswaswas    still still still still very high at very high at very high at very high at 18.118.118.118.1    million in April, but in large parts of the currency union million in April, but in large parts of the currency union million in April, but in large parts of the currency union million in April, but in large parts of the currency union 
it is falling fastit is falling fastit is falling fastit is falling fast. In Germany, where the 2004 labour market reforms had triggered a long-lasting jobs miracle, 
unemployment fell for an 8

th
 successive month in May. The drop was small, but employment rose by 21k in April 

and open positions jumped to 553k in May. These are signs that the labour market is tightening further. The new 
national minimum has not had a major impact on overall jobs growth yet, but “core” jobs, which pay enough to 
be liable for social security contributions, are growing rapidly (175k in Q1 alone) as employers replace flexible 
temporary jobs with permanent ones. That boosts households’ job security and thus potentially the willingness to 
consume, but it also means that companies will be less flexible to adjust in the next downturn. 
 
Germany’s blueprint also works in SpainGermany’s blueprint also works in SpainGermany’s blueprint also works in SpainGermany’s blueprint also works in Spain    to great effect.to great effect.to great effect.to great effect.    Non-seasonally-adjusted unemployment fell by 118k 
in May, its biggest ever decline in that month. Unemployment is now falling at a pace of 357k per year. The level 
of joblessness is still 2.2m higher than in was in 2007, but more than 0.8m below its February 2013 peak. As in 
Germany, it took some time until the labour market reforms of early 2012 began to bear fruit. Even today, with the 
unemployment rate still at 23% and youth unemployment at 50.1%, the government which took the tough deci-
sions may not get the full credit for the reforms in polling booths later this year. But more people working and 
less receiving unemployment benefits boost government and social security revenues and reduce expenditure. 
This is much more important for ultimately balancing the public sector books and cutting debt than tax increases 
and spending cuts. It also explains why the Eurozone and the IMF should put so much emphasis on Greece not 
reversing its labour reforms. 
 
Chart: Spanish unemployment 0.8m below 2013 peakChart: Spanish unemployment 0.8m below 2013 peakChart: Spanish unemployment 0.8m below 2013 peakChart: Spanish unemployment 0.8m below 2013 peak    

 
Source: Spanish labour ministry 
 

 MAYMAYMAYMAY    APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    

GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany          

  UE rate % sa 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.5 6.5 

   UE change, sa -5k -9k -14k -19k -8k -25k 

   Job creation, sa --- 21k 12k 9k -13k 30k 

   “Core” job creation, sa --- --- 79k 57k 39k 75k 

SpainSpainSpainSpain                            

   UE chg, mom. -118k -119k -60k -14k 78k -64k 

   UE chg., 12m sum, nsa -357k -351k -344k -300k -289k -253k 

 

Source: Deutsche Bundesbank, Spanish labour ministry 
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EUROZONE EDGES EUROZONE EDGES EUROZONE EDGES EUROZONE EDGES FURTHER FURTHER FURTHER FURTHER AWAY FROM DEFLATIONAWAY FROM DEFLATIONAWAY FROM DEFLATIONAWAY FROM DEFLATION    
Eurozone inflation rose to 0.3% Eurozone inflation rose to 0.3% Eurozone inflation rose to 0.3% Eurozone inflation rose to 0.3% yoy yoy yoy yoy in Mayin Mayin Mayin May, with core inflation up from 0.6% to 0.9%. While the rebound in the 
oil price has driven energy inflation from -5.8% to -5.0% and thus contributed about a third to the overall increase 
in inflation, less volatile services inflation (up from 1.0% to 1.3%) and on-energy industrial goods inflation (up from 
0.1% to 0.3%) were more important. However, that does not mean that domestic inflationary pressures are back, as 
parts of this rise may also reflect the oil price or the temporary effect of the euro’s decline against the dollar. The 
German data yesterday had also revealed a strong effect from erratic package holidays, probably due to the timing 
of holidays. 
 
Inflation remains very low, which is good news for consumersInflation remains very low, which is good news for consumersInflation remains very low, which is good news for consumersInflation remains very low, which is good news for consumers whose real purchasing power in times of wage 
restraint depends on goods not getting more expensive. However, the move away from deflationary territory is 
also good for the economy. Too low inflation for too long risks unsettling inflation expectations, thereby making 
it difficult for the ECB to fulfil its target of price stability, defined as inflation close-to-but-below 2% in the medi-
um term. Low but normalising inflation rates reduce the risk of inflation expectations getting unanchored but still 
allow the ECB to continue the bond purchasing programmes necessary to kick-start the economy and close the 
output gap over time. 
 
Table: Table: Table: Table: Eurozone 19Eurozone 19Eurozone 19Eurozone 19    inflationinflationinflationinflation    

    

 MAYMAYMAYMAY    APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    

HICP yoy % 0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.3 -0.6 -0.2 

Core yoy % 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 

 
Source: Eurostat 
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